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The Taming of the Shrew is one of the greatest comedies ever written--but let's face it..if you don't understand it, then you are not alone. This annotated book includes a
summary of each scene, an overview of themes and characters. It does not include the play.We all need refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to
cram for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
This updated edition is ideal to support students when studying and revising for the new A level English Literature exams.
More than fifty specialists have contributed to this new edition of volume 1 of The Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature. The design of the original work has
established itself so firmly as a workable solution to the immense problems of analysis, articulation and coordination that it has been retained in all its essentials for the new
edition. The task of the new contributors has been to revise and integrate the lists of 1940 and 1957, to add materials of the following decade, to correct and refine the
bibliographical details already available, and to re-shape the whole according to a new series of conventions devised to give greater clarity and consistency to the entries.
A Study Guide
CliffsComplete on Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew
The taming of the shrew
Directed by Leo Brady, as Presented at Catholic University
Taming of the Shrew
Amy Freed rewrites The Taming of the Shrew, one of the more problematic plays in the Shakespeare canon. While beloved for its sharp dialogue and witty banter, The Taming of the Shrew offers a
problematic storyline that many have deemed misogynistic. The play contains insensitive gags and uneasy politics, making it difficult for modern audiences to connect with the text. Amy Freed's new
translation reactivates the original story, blowing away the dust and cobwebs. As Freed's text reminds us, at its heart The Taming of the Shrew is a story about courage and authenticity. This translation
of The Taming of the Shrew was written as part of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival's Play On! project, which commissioned new translations of thirty-nine Shakespeare plays. These translations present
work from "The Bard" in language accessible to modern audiences while never losing the beauty of Shakespeare's verse. Enlisting the talents of a diverse group of contemporary playwrights,
screenwriters, and dramaturges from diverse backgrounds, this project reenvisions Shakespeare for the twenty-first century. These volumes make these works available for the first time in print--a new
First Folio for a new era.
Digital Theatre+ Study Guides are specially commissioned from leading theatre academics and practitioners, with expert knowledge of the texts that they explore. The guides examine plays from
literary and contextual, as well as dramatic perspectives, to provide a thorough and manifold access point to key texts, from the classical to the contemporary.
A Study Guide for William Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Shakespeare for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis;
author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Shakespeare for Students for all of your research needs.
The American Shakespeare Center Study Guide
The Taming of the Shrew In Plain and Simple English (A Modern Translation)
Study Guide to The Comedies by William Shakespeare
A Study Guide for William Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew"
The New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature: Volume 1, 600-1660

In the CliffsComplete guides, the play's complete text and a glossary appear side-by-side with coordinating numbered lines to help you understand unusual words and phrasing.
You'll also find all the commentary and resources of a standard CliffsNotes for Literature. CliffsComplete The Taming of the Shrew is one of Shakespeare's most beloved, and
imitated, works. In this play within a play, Petruchio, the man from Verona, marries Kate (the shrew of the story), so that Kate's younger sister Bianca may be allowed to take on
several suitors and choose one to marry. Discover what happens to Petruchio and Kate — and save valuable studying time — all at once. Enhance your reading of The Taming of
the Shrew with these additional features: A summary and insightful commentary for each act Bibliography and historical background on the author, William Shakespeare A look
at the historical context and structure of the play Discussions on the plays symbols and themes A character map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the
characters Review questions, a quiz, discussion topics (essay questions), activity ideas A Resource Center full of books, articles, films, and Internet sites Streamline your
literature study with all-in-one help from CliffsComplete guides!
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version, with marginal notes and explanations and full descriptions of each character.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
York Notes for A-level
Includes Study Guide, Complete Unabridged Book, Historical Context, Biography, and Character Index
A Guide to the Study of The Taming of the Shrew (with Exercises).
A Study Guide to The Taming of the Shrew [by] William Shakespeare
The Taming of the Shrew (Study Guide).
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This series features classic Shakespeare retold with graphic color illustrations. Educators using the Dale-Chall vocabulary system adapted each title. Each
64-page, book retains key phrases and quotations from the original play. Research shows that the more students read, the better their vocabulary, their ability to
read, and their knowledge of the world. Containing 11 reproducible exercise to maximize vocabulary development and comprehension skills, these guides include
pre-and post-reading activities, story synopses, key vocabulary, and answer key. The guides are digital, you simply print the activities you need for each lesson.
The Taming of the Shrew Study GuideSaddleback Educational Publishing
The Taming of the Shrew is timeless. The films 10 Things I Hate About You and Deliver us from Eva were each based on the play; the classic western McLintock!
even had an episode about the show. But if you have tried to read it and simply stopped because you don't get it, then you are not alone. Let's face it..if you don't
understand Shakespeare, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare, then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern
translation of The Taming of the Shrew. The original text is also presented in the book, along with a comparable version of the modern text. We all need
refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help.
We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month. Visit BookCaps.com to find out more.
The Taming of the Shrew Thrift Study Edition
The Taming of a Shrew: a Study
Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew
The Players' Text of "The Taming of a Shrew" of 1594, with the Heminges and Condell Text of 1623 with an Analytical Study of the Growth of the Play, and
Touching the Question as to Whether Both Plays are the Work of William Shakespeare

'And when I shall die, Take him and cut him out in little stars.' This collection of Shakespeare's soliloquies, including both old favourites and lesser-known pieces, shows
him at his dazzling best. One of 46 new books in the bestselling Little Black Classics series, to celebrate the first ever Penguin Classic in 1946. Each book gives readers
a taste of the Classics' huge range and diversity, with works from around the world and across the centuries - including fables, decadence, heartbreak, tall tales, satire,
ghosts, battles and elephants.
In the Italian city of Padua, a young gentleman named Lucentio comes to study at one of the city’s colleges. As is often the fate of men in Shakespeare’s plays,
Lucentio falls in love at first sight. The object of his affection, Bianca, is the beautiful and docile daughter of a rich merchant. Her father, Baptista Minola, has declared
that no one can marry Bianca until her older sister Katharina has been married first. Katharina is the polar opposite of her sister: vicious, foul-tempered, sharp-tongued,
and stubborn. Any man in her vicinity is at risk of receiving her brutal insults and physical attacks. It’s no surprise that no man wants to marry her—or that’s what she
believes, until an equally difficult man named Petruchio arrives in Padua. This Standard Ebooks edition is based on William George Clark and William Aldis Wright’s
1887 Victoria edition, which is taken from the Globe edition. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
An annotated version of William Shakespeare's classic play with introduction and essay by Harold Bloom.
CliffsNotes on Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew
Is This a Dagger Which I See Before Me?
Shakspere's comedy of The Taming of the shrew, with notes, adapted for schools and for private study by J. Hunter
A Study of Sources, Dates and Style
Study and Revise for AS/A-level: The Taming of the Shrew
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for selected works by William Shakespeare, considered one of the
greatest playwrights in history. Titles in this study guide include Comedy of Errors, The Taming of the Shrew, Two Gentlemen of Verona, Love's Labour's
Lost, The Merry Wives of Windsor, All's Well that Ends Well, The Winter's Tale, and Measure for Measure. As a collection of humor filled tales of
Elizabethian life, the comedies depict fun, mischief, irony, mistaken identities, and intriguing wordplay. Moreover, his work draws audiences to
sadness, joy, tragedy, comedy, darkness, and the depths of human experience. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the context and history of
Shakespeare’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons they have stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide
contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The
Bright Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary,
historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions
and answers as well as topics for further research.
REA's MAXnotes for William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew The MAXnotes offers a comprehensive summary and analysis of The Taming of the Shrew and
a biography of William Shakespeare. Places the events of the play in historical context and discusses each act in detail. Includes study questions and
answers along with topics for papers and sample outlines.
The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots, characters, literary devices, and historical background. The
latest generation of titles in this series also feature glossaries and visual elements that complement the classic, familiar format. In CliffsNotes on
The Taming of the Shrew, you explore one of Shakespeare's most beloved, and imitated, works. In this play within a play, Petruchio, the man from Verona,
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marries Kate (the shrew of the story), so that Kate's younger sister Bianca may be allowed to take on several suitors and choose one to marry. Summaries
and commentaries lead you, act by act, through this Shakespearean classic, and critical essays give you insight into Shakespeare's historical basis for
the play, as well as role playing in The Taming of the Shrew. Other features that help you study include Character analyses of the main characters A
character map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters A section on the life and background of William Shakespeare A review
section that tests your knowledge A Resource Center full of books, articles, films, and Internet sites Classic literature or modern-day treasure—you'll
understand it all with expert information and insight from CliffsNotes study guides.
Critical Essays
Elements of Drama
A Study of a Comic Type in "Wiener Volkskomödie" with Special Reference to Ferdinand Raimund
William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew
The Taming of the Shrew

Presents the 1982 Stratford Festival production of Shakespeare's play, produced for TV by the Canadian Broadcastion Company. Together with accompanying
material, provides the viewer with a sense of the play as a script for performance. Includes notes from the director, numerous production shots, information on
Shakespeare's life and times, and explanations of difficult language.
Includes the unabridged text of Shakespeare's classic play plus a complete study guide that features scene-by-scene summaries, explanations and discussions of the
plot, question-and-answer sections, author biography, historical background, and more.
Enable students to achieve their best grade in AS/A-level English Literature with this year-round course companion; designed to instil in-depth textual understanding
as students read, analyse and revise The Taming of the Shrew throughout the course. This Study and Revise guide: - Increases students' knowledge of The Taming of
the Shrew as they progress through the detailed commentary and contextual information written by experienced teachers and examiners - Develops understanding of
characterisation, themes, form, structure and language, equipping students with a rich bank of textual examples to enhance their coursework and exam responses Builds critical and analytical skills through challenging, thought-provoking questions and tasks that encourage students to form their own personal responses to the
text - Extends learning and prepares students for higher-level study by introducing critical viewpoints, comparative references to other literary works and
suggestions for independent research - Helps students maximise their exam potential using clear explanations of the Assessment Objectives, sample student answers
and examiner insights - Improves students' extended writing techniques through targeted advice on planning and structuring a successful essay
The Taming of the Shrew Companion
Study Guide to The Taming of the Shrew
Study Guide
Taming of the Shrew, The (MAXNotes Literature Guides)
The Relation Between the Taming of a Shrew and the Taming of the Shrew
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A Production Study and Text of William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew
The Taming of the Shrew: A Case Study in Performance Criticism
The Taming of the Shrew Study Guide
A Scene-by-scene Analysis with Critical Commentary
Total Study Edition
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